ABSTRACT. In this paper it is proved that every bounded arcwise connected plane continuum which does not separate the plane has the fixed point property.
For each positive integer n, define an arc T n and a point x n as follows. There exists an arc B n in 5 -M from c n to d n . Let D n denote the complementary domain of RrXJI which contains d n . Let k n be the first point of B n C\ (Bd W n (^D n ) and let h n be the last point of B n r\BdW n which precedes k n . Since RrXJI separates h n from k n in S, there exists a continuum H n in (RrXJI) -W n which separates h n from k n in S-W n [4, Theorem 27, p. 177]. Let T n be the subarc of B n which has endpoints h n and k n . Note that r n P\Cl W n = : {h ny fen}. Let YÎ and F£ be the mutually exclusive arc-segments in Bd W n which have endpoints h n and fe n . For i = 1 and 2, there exists a point ;y* in Ü"P\FJ\ The points ^? and y\ are contained in distinct components of H n -Rn [4, Theorem 28, p. 156]. For i = l and 2, let g? be a point of Cli£ n n CI (^-component of H n -R n ). The set (0-curve) Tn^JBd W n separates g" from g% in 5. The simple closed curve T n KJ FJ* separates a point x n of {g?, g£} from x in 5.
For each positive integer w, T n separates X n , the # n -component of I-Wn, from -4 W , the x-component of I-W n in 5-W n . Since x and s belong to distinct composants of /, the sequences X\, X 2 , Xz, • • • and A\ t A2, Azi ' * • converge to /. Hence there exists a positive integers such that X n C\G 9*0, A n C\G ^0, and FC\C\ W n = 0. Since Tn^JBd W n separates X n C^G from A n C\G and does not meet the continuum F, this is a contradiction. It follows that each subcontinuum of M which contains a nonempty open subset of I contains I. Us, • • • be a monotone sequence of circular regions in 5 centered on and converging to p. Since I has only countably many accessible composants and each composant of ƒ is a first category subset of J, the union K of the inaccessible composants of J is a second category subset of J. Since M is arc wise connected, for each inaccessible composant C, there exists an arc A in M-\p\ which meets C and S-C. Let Cf c denote the set consisting of all such arcs. For each positive integer n, define L n to be the union of all sets X such that (1) X is a component of (/USta) -U n (Sta is the union of the elements of a) and (2) X -Bd U n contains an element of a. Note that for each positive integer n, each component of L n contains a triod. Hence for each n, the components of L n are countable. Since K C U^Li(L» -(St a-K)), there exists an integer n such that L n has a component X with the property that X -(Sta-K) is somewhere dense in /. It follows that the closure of X with respect to M is a continuum in M -{p} which contains an open subset of I. This is a contradiction (Theorem 1). Hence Bd M does not contain an indecomposable continuum. 
